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University Library is an important institution, which is an important place for 
learning and research. University library databases produce large amounts of data 
every day, and have accumulated a massive flow of data. These data hide a lot of val-
uable information not yet been excavated, so many scholars applying data mining 
technology to mining library circulation data in order to further improve the work of 
library management. Every book in the library books has its specific name and call 
number, and call number contained in the CLC. Title text is data storage of book name, 
which is the way users understand and borrow the book first, but directly to process 
text data has a lot of difficulty. Therefore, most studies in the past used call number or 
CLC as a representative variables of the book in data mining,which lead to simple re-
sult and limited range of applications. This paper attempts to apply text data mining 
technology to the library circulation data. Based on the traditional hidden Markov 
model, we break the independence assumption on the model, using known words of 
the subject information connected with the term match between, finally improve word 
accuracy of title. In the empirical part, build user lending network, using techniques 
such as association rules for further excavations, also discussed further borrowing 
behavior relevance of users from different disciplines and circulation rate of books on 
different subjects. Text data mining techniques can obtain more useful information for 
the optimization of library management. In addition, text data mining technologies 
offer the possibility to improve education evaluation system related to student curric-
ulum and evaluation of subject construction in colleges, so TDM for the the circula-
tion data has some significance. 
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定义 4. 文本数据挖掘 
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